Leaping to Orlando?
Are you attending FIS Emerald to learn what’s new for innovative bankers and
payers? Then make plans to connect and learn more about how Leap can build your
projects quicker and cheaper with pre-built connectivity to FIS’s Code Connect. We
also have a loan product coming out that can be customized to your needs. Email
Marla Johnson and meet-up in Orlando!

"With Leap, our customers can rapidly
innovate while removing the technical
and staffing hurdles to bring new
products to market."
- Karl Asha, Product Manager at FIS Global

Watch Now

Want to see Leap in action?
See how you can use Leap to add a Google Map to your App in a Snap! Check out
this 3-minute video that shows how quick and easy it is to use Leap to add a Google
Map API to Leap’s Loan Portfolio Management application. Is there something you
want us to demonstrate?
Challenge us by sending an email describing a problem you'd like to see Leap
solve.

What is EY saying about Leap?
To get your wheels turning, learn what our client, Abe Hadad, at Ernst & Young says
about us:
I'm the Business Technology Leader (think of me like a CTO) for EY’s International
Tax service line. In my role, one of the things I get to do is continuously
evaluate the business operating model and craft a technological strategy that
mirrors and influences the business model and strategy.
As part of our business strategy, we needed technology that could scale and
quickly adapt to our ever-evolving market without breaking our budgets due
to the market demanded functionality churn.
Leap XL seems to fit the bill for us because of its easy-to-implement, cloud ready,
technological platform where we can build or adapt applications very quickly
as the market needs evolve.
We are committed to leveraging Leap XL as one of the many pieces to our
technological strategy which will continue to evolve over the next few years.

Why Leap? According to Karl Asha of FIS Global

We are seeing increased demand in the financial space for rapid digital
transformation and innovation. Hence the interest in low-code or no-code
development, which drastically reduces the dependency on technical and
development staffing to prototype and build internal and customer-facing
applications.
The Leap platform allows financial institutions that are reliant on
spreadsheets to turn data and formulas into shareable cloud-based web
applications and real-time reports. The technology broadens the reach of
products powered by the FIS Code Connect API ecosystem through a streamlined
process of simply dragging and dropping cross-product functionality into a
target application and workflow.
With Leap, our customers can rapidly innovate while removing the technical and
staffing hurdles to bring new products to market. Improving their day-to-day
operations and their relationships with their customers through innovative
technologies is the goal.

What's New: Love your spreadsheets?
Brian Stack and Jay Davidson want you to know that we can now support
"temporary" spreadsheets within a user session. Think of them as templates, they

can be populated from various data sources and used for display and downloads.
The download can contain simply values, formulas, or any combination of the two
needed for your next project. Let us know if you want to see more.

Want to learn more? Either respond to this email or contact us via
sales@leapxl.com
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